
Micro Voice amplifier is perfect for people who suffer from 
a weak or strained voice, or for people who use their voice 
intensively.  

If you are recovering from an operation, or if you have more 
permanent injuries to your vocal chords, the voice amplifier 
will help you to speak loudly without straining or injuring 
your voice further. 
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED FROM  
A VOICE AMPLIFIER
Micro Voice has excellent sound quality, which 
gives you a loud, clear voice with reduced 
distortion and audio feedback.

Not only is the battery fast to charge, but it also 
has extra hours of durability. That means you do 
not have to worry about whether the device is 
charged every time you leave the house.

EASY TO USE
Only the functions necessary for simple and 
intuitive use have been included - which allows you 
to simply switch on the voice amplifier and speak 
into the microphone. The colourful LED lights show 
which mode the device is in. 

DESIGNED FOR EVERYDAY LIFE
Micro Voice has a discreet, black casing in a compact 
format, and is easy to wear or hold in one’s hand.

Thanks to the mute function, you can continue to speak 
privately with those around you without switching off the 
voice amplifier.

TAILOR-MADE FOR YOUR LIFESTYLE
The voice amplifier is delivered with a quality headset 
(AVI). A discreet Lapel Clip Microphone which can be 
fastened to clothing and a Transdermal Microphone, 
which can be placed near the throat to pick up weak 
noise are offered as optional extras. The audio output 
can also be connected to an external device, e.g a 
loudspeaker. 

MICRO VOICE AMPLIFIER IS  
DELIVERED WITH: 

Charger, black headset, waist belt and 
user manual.

 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

Size:  122 x 67 x 32mm
Weight:  210g
Input/Output:  3.5mm stereo,  
  3.5mm mono.
Battery:  Integrerat laddningsbart batteri  
  40 timmar aktivt, 200 timmar standby

MICROPHONE ALTERNATIVES

Headset black (included)
Art nr: 462206

Transdermal Microphone 
(optional)
Art nr: 462203

Lapel Clip Microphone (optional)
Art nr: 0629036

Headset Transdermal
Microphone

Lapel Microphone

The products are marketed as technical  
aids class I for people with disabilities and 

comply with Regulation (EU) 2017/745 - MDR.


